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The NPD has reported that digital distribution sales for full-size games on the PC have for the first time
surpassed retail as major digital vendors on that platform continue to grow.

Between January and June 2010, the NPD counted that PC gamers bought around 11.2 million games
digitally compared to 8.2 million boxed games.

All the way up until last year, more PC games sold at brick-and-mortar vendors than digital. The NPD
reported that in all of 2009 PC gamers bought around 21.3 million full games digitally and around 23.5
million from retail.

Despite digital overtaking retail in terms of sales, retail PC games still brought in the majority of the
revenue – a 57 percent share in the first half of 2010 over digital’s 43 percent. The biggest digital PC
vendors like Steam and Direct2Drive are known for their aggressive sales – including Steam’s massive
summer sale where many of their games were over 50 percent off from June 24th through July 4th. That

could account for a jump in digital PC sales for this half of the year without as big an increase in
revenue. The same could happen in the latter half of this year when Steam’s holiday sale comes
around.

Along with this data, the NPD also tracked the biggest digital distributors of PC games for these
periods. Valve’s Steam has expectedly remained at the top at least since last year and Direct2Drive has
stayed right behind it. EA.com however as overtaken Blizzard.com and WorldofWarcraft.com to grab
third place.

The NPD gets its numbers through third party trackers like Games Acquisition Monitor and surveys, so
it doesn’t have direct access to digital sales numbers. These numbers also don’t include revenue from
subscriptions or the microtransactions that drive so many PC games these days.
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Editor's Note

Kombo has joined forces with the
GameZone Network. You may have
noticed a few changes already (e.g. the
cleansing of spam) and there will be
many more to come as we get a more
functional design up an running, a better
flow of content, and a new editorial
direction. Thanks to all of the readers who
stuck by Kombo's side, and stay tuned for
more.

- Brian Rowe, Media Content Manager
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Kombo.com T-Shirts!!!

We've got a million of 'em! And that's a
complete exaggeration. We do have
some shirts, and if you'd like one just
click the link below and shoot us a
message.
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